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S cale, from the Latin scala (ladder) via Old French escaler (climb),refers to valuation (“a graduated range of values forming a standard
system for measuring or grading”) as well as to dimensionality (“the
relative size or extent of something”) (Concise Oxford English Dictionary,
12th ed., 1282).We have assembled this special issue ofMLQ to highlight
important new work of literary-historical inquiry, partly though not
exclusively pertaining to the digital humanities, in which problems arising
from the nexus of scale and value have become conspicuous concerns of
method. In doing so, we are not implying that our discipline’s current
perturbation over these problems is without precedent. Every ﬁeld of
study must, at every stage in its development, deﬁne its proper scope,
locating workable boundaries between its own objects, zones, and tools of
research and those external to it. To engage in literary studies has always
meant operating in a specially constructed and privileged space of the
“literary,” a ﬁeld of practice scaled to incorporate everything relevant to
an understanding of literature, while redlining adjacent neighborhoods
as precincts of extra- or subliterary concern, subject to the authority of
other disciplines. Within this discipline-shaped space, we rely on a host of
other scalar constructs. Certain temporal spans (century, literary period,
artistic generation), geocultural categories (national literature, regional
literature, diasporic or exilic literature), formal entities (protagonist,
genre, individual work), and so forth supply us with the basic units we
need to organize our research projects and structure our intellectual and
institutional divisions of labor. The degree of prestige attaching to these
built units of study is hierarchized, such that some national literatures,
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historical periods, genres, and individual works hold more value on the
ﬁeld than others; they carrymoreweight and exert greater inﬂuence than
the units around them. And while the bulk of normative scholarship
operates comfortably in accord with prevailing scales and values of
scholarly practice,much of the excitement has arisen from the impulse to
challenge them.
Indeed, a familiar narrative of our discipline’s history presents it as
essentially a drama of competing scales. The founding schools in the
early decades of the last century all sought to establish literary studies as a
distinct and legitimate— teachable, testable, rigorous—ﬁeld of higher
learning via radical contractions of the set of objects relevant to the
enterprise. Different though they were, the movements that emerged in
Moscow, Cambridge, and Baton Rouge all fought for much narrower
speciﬁcations of the literary object than had been on offer previously
through philology or belles lettres. They distinguished it sharply from
other kinds of linguistic and cultural artifact, isolated it from the social
contexts of authorship and publishing, largely withdrew it from the his-
tory of languages, and all but severed its connection to ancient models.
Along with this reduction to the range of relevant objects came new
methods privileging smaller units of scholarly analysis:most famously the
isolate “poem itself” (Brooks andWarren 1976 [1938]: 13), enshrined by
the New Critics, but also subsidiary units meant to capture the truly
“poetic” elements of a text, such as the “device of enstrangement” for the
Russian formalists (Shklovsky 1990: 9), and companion units such as the
brief “protocol” of individual response, whose assessment alongside the
poetic text shaped the terms of practical criticism (Richards 1929).
Scalar contraction was, for half a century, a winning strategy. Literary
studies massively expanded its institutional footprint and widened its
cultural power while for the most part maintaining an orthodoxy
of methodological constraint with respect to the scope of its analytic
procedures and its expertise.
Then, in the ﬁnal quarter of the century, the great contraction
ended, producing a kind of big bang effect that accelerated the dilation
of the analytic aperture of literary studies. Having isolated the “poem” as
its raison d’être, justifying its place in the academy on the basis of the
specialized forms of expertise required to understand the inner work-
ings of literary art, the discipline began to admit for scholarly study the
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very objects against which the poemwas deﬁned: genre ﬁction and comic
books, popular-music lyrics, products of global screen culture or of the
fashion and advertising industries. Having pushed authorial biography
outside the compass of concern, the discipline launched major subﬁelds
based precisely on the social identities of authors: women’s literature,
African American literature, gay and lesbian literature. Having all but
killed off the discipline of philology, literary studies claimed much of that
discipline’s old territory for itself, reviving attention to the history of books
and manuscripts and textual variants, to systems of print and publication,
institutions of sale and circulation, practices of reading and reception.
Having scrupulously sequestered literary study from the study of extra-
literary history, the discipline began to reorganize much of its research
agenda under the motto “Always historicize!” ( Jameson 1981: 9), a turn
that eventually led scholars to incorporate into their literary research texts
and artifacts as seemingly remote as medical case studies, juridical doc-
uments, ships’ logs, ﬁeld notes, and shopping lists. By the end of the
century, what had begun as a project of narrow formal speciﬁcation,
insistently modest in scope, had burgeoned into the most capacious of
disciplines, scaled to support research into archives so vast and hetero-
geneous as to seem coextensive with the territory of the humanities
themselves.
This is admittedly a cartoonish history, treating as absences what were
in fact vital but less valued countertendencies and failing more generally
to place enough weight on the value side of the scale-value equation. The
drive toward awider programof literary researchwas always also a struggle
over regimes of cultural status and standards of institutional access, and
we know that inmany respects our discipline remains even today a narrow
and exclusionary one. Still, most of us would probably concede the thrust
of the narrative, that the ﬁeld has been expanding conceptually and
analytically, widening its purview and increasing exponentially its stock of
raw material, for much of the last half century.
One way to view the discipline’s current intense engagement with
problems of scale is as an apotheosis of this expansion. Indeed, Eric
Hayot (2013) says that the discipline is facing a “crisis of largeness.” He
observes that, since the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, “all (or almost
all)” of the major developments in literary studies have sought “to sub-
stantially enlarge the scale at which we discuss literature and literariness.”
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His account of these developments suggests why their impact might be
more disruptive than what occurred at earlier moments of disciplinary
build-out: while previous expansions widened the ﬁeld that we collec-
tively produce, they did not force us individually to work with larger units
of analysis, certainly not with the immense units that are now in play.
To be sure, an expansion or contraction along one axis of research
generally gives rise to new scales, standards, and units of measure along
other axes. The broadening of the discipline space of literary studies
from the 1970s through the 1990s did bring some new, larger units to the
forefront of research, as when early attempts to understand the cul-
tural role of television occasioned a shift from the individual program as
the primary unit of analysis to what Raymond Williams (1989 [1971]:
133) termed the “general ﬂow” of programming: “the organization, the
methods and the values within and through which particular programs
occur.” If widely adopted, this shift would have discouraged literary
scholars from simply substituting a single television show for a novel or
play so as to produce an article-size “close reading” of a soap or sitcom.
But the continued dominance of this latter practice indicated just how
deeply ingrained was the methodological preference for close scrutiny
of text-size units. New Historicism, to take another example, extended
literary-historical research into a vast new set of archives but also (noto-
riously) privileged very small units of textual and temporal analysis.
Its essential method was “what in optics is called foveation, the ability
to keep . . . a tiny, textualized piece of social behavior within the high-
resolution area of focus” (Greenblatt 1997: 18) even while pursuing a
grander line of inquiry. This was true of New Historicism’s handling
of temporal as well as textual units, as when it endeavored to grasp
the discursive logic of an entire literary period by making a synchronic
deep dive into “a single year’s writings” (Chandler 1998: 32). For all its
expansive effect on the texts and topics deemed pertinent to literary
studies, New Historicism was in this respect a “nanohistoricism” (Liu
2008: 5).
Today, by contrast, we confront something more like gigahistori-
cisms. The system of discrete and contrasting literary periods, among
the discipline’s most durable devices (Underwood 2013), has been put
under pressure by long-span approaches such as Rita Felski’s (2008;
2011: 574) study of the “transtemporal” dimensions of literary response,
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Laura Doyle’s (2015: 338) “longer durée dialectics” for postcolonial lit-
erary studies, and Wai Chee Dimock’s (2006: 225) probing of American
literature’s “deep time” backstory, a multicentury project that gestures
toward the still more extreme temporal units of “geological and cos-
mological time,” deployed in various fashion by practitioners of evolu-
tionary criticism (Boyd, Carroll, and Gottschall 2010) and the ecocritical
mode of environmental humanities (Buell 2007; Heise 2014).With their
invocations of the “planetary,” some of these deep-time versions of lit-
erary history have contributed as well to a decisive enlargement of geo-
graphic units. The division of the ﬁeld into relatively discrete national
literatures, still common practice in the 1990s, has begun to seem down-
right archaic in light of reorientations toward transnational and trans-
oceanic research and the general effort, highlighted by David Damrosch
(2011: 20), to cultivate a “fully global perspective” on literary production
and exchange. This effort has of course gained substantial impetus from
the work of Franco Moretti (2013: 49, 105), whose provocative conjec-
tures on world literature and its history entail analysis of formal units
“much larger” than the individual text, as large even as the “world literary
system” itself, or what Pascale Casanova (2005: 12), in her own inﬂuential
approach to literature’s global history, calls the world literary “space” or
“structure,” and what Alexander Beecroft (2015: 17–21) further elabo-
rates as an “ecology” of world literature from antiquity to the present. It
was the challenge of conducting formal analysis on such a scale that led
Moretti to undertake the series of computational experiments he char-
acterized as “distant reading,” an approach that seemed to bring literary
studies (kicking and screaming) into the age of “big data,” its human-
scale canons ofmasterworks subsumed into digitized corpora containing
tens or hundreds of thousands of texts.
A “crisis of largeness,” then: literary studies driving itself to such
extreme scales of analysis that it becomes methodologically unmanage-
able and incoherent as a regime of value. That is one way to describe the
state of affairs in 2016, but it is not the perspective we bring to this special
issue. Among other things, we want to take into account the fact that
many recent initiatives have sought to conduct literary study on humbler
rather than grander scales. Noting the spread of such approaches “across
a range of recent literary and cultural study,” Mark Seltzer (2011: 727)
proposes the rubric of an “incrementalist turn” to capture the shift of
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attention and value “toward the minor and the scaled-down.” As sur-
veyed by Heather Love in this issue, the notion of incrementalism links
such projects as Sianne Ngai’s (2007: 6) effort in affect studies to revalue
“minor and generally unprestigious feelings” with Lauren Berlant’s
(2011) affective probing of minor archives, art works, and genres in her
scathing account of the historical present; AlexWoloch’s (2003) work on
the importance of “minor characters” in the novel; and the several strains
of what Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus (2009) label “surface reading”:
among them Marcus’s own method of “just reading,” Timothy Bewes’s
(2010) “reading with the grain,” and D. A. Miller’s (2010: 126; 2003: 58)
“too close reading” (close reading as “humbled . . . minoritized” practice).
These developments are not simply reaction formations pushing back
against the drive toward larger scales of literary analysis. They stand in a
more complex relationship to that tendency, converging with it at numer-
ous points. The rich critical literature that has sprung up around minor
characters, for example, has been bolstered by quantitative computa-
tional analysis of what Woloch (2003: 13) calls the “character space.”
Because it relies on computationally generated quantitative informa-
tion, this kind of work is too often thought of as committed to the scale of
big data. But insofar as it involves close scrutiny of the individual words
that make up a particular text, a network analysis of a Shakespeare play
(Moretti 2011) or a Dickens novel (Sack 2013), or even Eric Bulson’s
(2014) computational book-history project “Ulysses by Numbers,” bears as
much afﬁnity to traditional ﬁne-toothed study of canonical works as it
does to any program of “distant” reading. Here, as in many vectors of
contemporary research, we ﬁnd our discipline wrestling with both the
macro and the micro, seeking better, often but not always quantitative
ways to coordinate the one with the other. We are experiencing a much
more concerted effort thanoccurred in the late twentieth century actually
to recalibrate the entire analytic apparatus of literary study, bringing into
view matters of concern both smaller and larger than those whose value
we have been accustomed to recognize.
This process may seem to pose a disciplinary crisis in part because
new ways of thinking about scale have typically been framed less as ideas
than as technologies. “Digital humanities,” in particular, is notoriously
difﬁcult to understand as an approach or a school of thought. We can,
and probably should, deﬁne the phrase by pointing to speciﬁc academic
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networks (Kirschenbaum 2012). But on its face, the term uniﬁes these
diverse teams and projects by grounding them all in digital computers.
The phrase big data likewise gestures less toward innovative ideas about
literary inquiry than toward a set of things: spreadsheets, storage devices,
digitized corpora. Terms like these make it easy to understand recent
intellectual history as a confrontation between scholars and a collection
of technological objects that have intruded on their meditation. “Algo-
rithms,” “data,” and “tools” are often personiﬁed, more than half seri-
ously, as historical actors or symbolic antagonists for the humanities
(Marche 2012).
In reifying recent developments, technological metaphors also
miss their historical speciﬁcity. There is nothing terribly new, after all,
about data and algorithms as such. Databases and search algorithms
were already quietly central to literary scholarship back in the 1990s. The
important changes of the last decade are contained not in computers
themselves but in a network of unexpected connections to human actors
in other disciplines, and to the ideas they are advancing.
A wide array of disciplines is involved in this conversation about
opportunities and challenges of scale. The new planetary geographies
and temporalities of literary history, for example, are emerging—often in
tandem with the most thoughtfully local, place-based forms of “micro-
spection” (Cronin 2012)— from environmental studies, in which eco-
criticism and the other strains of environmental humanities share
intellectual space with the physical and biological sciences, the infor-
mation sciences, politics, philosophy, economics, and the law. The essays
in this issue do not range that widely, but their paths of interdisciplinary
exchange are too various to proceed from any single source. What we
would emphasize is the part played in this more ﬂuid conﬁguration
of disciplines by sociology and other social sciences. Their increasing
signiﬁcance to literary studies is commonly effaced by popularizing
accounts that reduce questions of scale to a confrontation between
humanists and big data. In gesturing toward computer and information
science, such accounts are not entirely wrong. Advances in those disci-
plines have indeed helped make the whole conversation possible. But
few projects in literary studies (and only two essays in this issue) engage
computer science directly. We suspect that recent advances in computer
science have mattered for literary scholarship mostly in an indirect
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fashion, by blurring the traditionally sharp boundary that separated us
from the quantitative social sciences.
Literary scholars have conversed with social scientists, of course, for
as long as the social sciences have existed. But for much of the twentieth
century, literary scholars read social scientists to borrow their conclu-
sions rather than their methods (English 2010: xiii–xiv). Concepts like
“habitus” were useful in literary study; the (often quantitative) methods
used to develop those concepts seemed less applicable. The subﬁeld
of stylistics was a lonely exception: an unusual zone of overlap where
literary scholars borrowed quantitative methods from linguists. When
computers ﬁrst made waves in the humanities in the 1960s, they were
adopted especially by literary scholars working in this tradition. Writers
who want to trace a long, speciﬁcally humanistic genealogy for con-
temporary digital projects often emphasize their continuity with this
precedent (Hockey 2004).
The continuity is real, but at this point it represents only one strand
in a complex braid of connections, because the intellectual shifts of the
last ﬁfteen years have created a host of novel methodological exchanges
between the humanities and the social sciences. In fact, it is increasingly
difﬁcult to know which discipline is borrowing methods from which. It
may be more accurate to say that scholars from a wide range of back-
grounds have converged on new research opportunities. An article writ-
ten collaboratively by a literary scholar and a computer scientist may
appear in a special issue of a journal edited by sociologists, along with
articles by historians and political scientists (see, e.g., Jockers andMimno
2013, inMohr and Bogdanov 2013). Although all these researchers have
been drawn together by new methods that involve numbers, the effect
has not necessarily been to increase the weight of the things we used to
call “quantitative evidence.” On the contrary, new methods have often
allowed social scientists to rely more heavily than they are accustomed
to on unstructured text (Grimmer and Stewart 2013). So while literary
scholars perceive this exchange as tugging them in the direction of social
science, social scientists are having the converse experience. In fact, a
trio of sociologists has invoked the literary theory of Kenneth Burke to
explain the “computational hermeneutics” they see emerging (Mohr,
Wagner-Paciﬁci, and Breiger 2015).
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A full history of this conversation would need to describe a series of
intellectual and social changes that made it possible. New sources of
evidence are one factor. The rise of Google Books in 2004, for instance,
created an opportunity for literary study roughly parallel to the oppor-
tunities that social media have created for sociologists ( Jones 2014: 8;
Savage and Burrows 2007). These developments are very much in the
public eye and tend to reinforce the perception that recent intellectual
history is fundamentally a story about technological change. It is not
entirely a false perception: Twitter and Google Books are, indeed, mas-
sive new institutions brought into being by the Internet. But the story
has other dimensions equally important for scholarship, less widely
publicized, and based on conceptual rather than strictly technological
advances. The border between the humanities and the social sciences is
becoming easier to traverse not just because we have more data now but
because quantitative methods themselves have changed.
In the twentieth century statistical models were best suited to
describing relations among a few variables. Suchmodels could express a
correlation between health and parental income, say, but could do little
with a novel (or even a policy brief). Sociologists did often try to use text
to produce quantitative evidence, but their methods of “content analysis”
required a researcher to deﬁne a checklist of topics in advance (“race,”
“voting and elections,” “health and medicine,” etc.) and were for that
reason usually limited to representing a document’s explicit conceptual
content.
The methods now spreading through the social sciences and
humanities represent text at a lower linguistic level, using a larger num-
ber of variables. The ﬂexibility of this strategy has encouraged social
scientists to aspire beyond themerely “semantic”meaning of their sources
toward a “poetic” level of interpretation that reﬂects kinds of meaning
implicit in a text’s formal and stylistic dimensions (Mohr,Wagner-Paciﬁci,
and Breiger 2015). How effectively that aspiration can be realized is still
open to debate. But in any case literary scholarsmay be interested to know
that these methods have a philosophical foundation that can be engaged
and critiqued.
The phrase big data tends to suggest that scholars are discussing
a purely technical advance, facilitated perhaps by bigger disks or faster
computers. From that assumption it is an easy step to the conclusion that
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quantitative methods are untheorized, or pit raw data against theory, as
an article in Wired notoriously claimed (Anderson 2008). The truth is
closer to the reverse. The quantitative advances that might matter for
humanists had little to do with supercomputers. They emerged instead
from forms of epistemological reﬂection that we would ﬁnd familiar— if
scientists didn’t tend to express their epistemological reﬂections math-
ematically. Late twentieth-century quantitative models were limited to a
few variables, for instance, not because the era’s computers couldn’t
handle more but because models with too many variables succumbed to
a formof false precision called “overﬁtting.”Amodel withmore variables
than data points can effectively memorize the location of every point, so
its explanation seems to ﬁt the data perfectly. But if you present the
model with new examples, it may not describe them well at all. It hasn’t
learned anything generalizable. Researchers in machine learning grap-
pled with this problem by trying to understand what it means to gener-
alize from evidence (Kulkarni and Harman 2011; Vapnik 1999). That
inquiry fostered a “new culture” ofmodeling (Breiman2001)—a culture
that learned to adjust the blurriness of models and test them by asking
whether they could generalize from one subset of evidence to another.
Statistical methods can grapple with complex textual evidence today not
because computers are faster but because human beings have thought
carefully about the ways that these models do or don’t represent the
world.
The value of these methods for literary scholars still needs to be
demonstrated, and this will not be an easy task. Although social scientists
may see new methods as a step toward the “full hermeneutic complexity
and nuance” of their texts (Mohr, Wagner-Paciﬁci, and Breiger 2015),
they are still (by literary standards) incapable of capturing the subtleties
of any single work. While our discipline is now more than ever open to
experimenting with large-scale analysis, most such experiments will
continue to place high value on information gleaned from close reading
of individual texts. Even literary historians who contemplate extremely
long timelines will tend to default to the logic of the case study, illus-
trating general trends through rich description of selected particulars.
As James Chandler (1998) shows, this approach to history is one of our
most enduring orthodoxies. There is little likelihood that particularized
case studies and close readings will lose their place of high privilege in
the discipline anytime soon.
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Quantitative methods stand to contribute most to literary studies
when they complement these older practices, ﬁlling in scales of descrip-
tion or kinds of interpretive insight that a selection of case studies can
miss. Numbers have long been useful for this reason in book history
(Altick 1957; St Clair 2004). But that inquiry, of course, focuses on books
as objects, seeking historical tendencies in such things as circulation
ﬁgures or numbers of editions. Is it possible to reveal similarmacroscopic
trends through quantitative analysis of literary works themselves? This is
a philosophical question about what numbers can or cannot achieve but
also, more important, a substantive question about existing accounts of
literary history. Case studies will need to be complemented by quanti-
tative surveys only if there are actually signiﬁcant patterns in literary
history that scholars have failed to describe. On that question the jury is
still out, but one recurring argument in the essays gathered here is that
our existing methods do have large blind spots.
New methods, ﬁnally, also raise questions about rhetorical effective-
ness. Many heuristics that were useful in the research process become
encumbrances in the limited space of an article. Truth be told, almost all
literary scholars are already applying complex quantitative methods to
language when using search engines for discovery. But we suppress that
aspect of our research when we describe it. This creates some distortion:
the ﬁve examples supporting your thesis would be less impressive if you
mentioned that they were culled from apopulation ofﬁfty thousand. But
rhetorically, suppression of detail is often the right choice. Our histories
of the sonnet form would lose their compressed energy if we had to
interrupt ourselves to explain search algorithms. These rhetorical limits
pose a challenge for any project exploring literary history on a macro-
scopic scale, because large scales of description create large numbers of
loose ends. But rhetorical compression will pose a particularly severe test
for writers who need to unpack unfamiliarmethods. Social scientistsmay
be satisﬁed with accuracy, but literary-critical arguments fail if they fall
beneath disciplinary standards of sprezzatura. For this reason above all,
it is risky to lean heavily on complex methods drawn from other disci-
plines. It is possible that the empirical methods that matter most for
literary scholars will continue to be the simpler forms of counting that
have already proved themselves in book history and the sociology of
reading (Radway 1984), perhaps assisted by computers but not unduly
encumbered by them.
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In short, there are new approaches to scale that extend across a
spectrum from book history to cultural sociology to practices of statisti-
cal modeling shaped by machine learning. There are valid reasons to
doubt that the more recondite methods will be widely adopted in liter-
ary studies. But our skepticism should at least be based on an informed
understanding of new ideas, and aimed roughly in their direction. The
temptation to describe a grand cultural struggle between the humanities
and the sciences is strong, and humanists’ sources of information about
science are often out of date. As a result, arguments that purport to cri-
tique new methods are often trained in reality at intellectual positions
occupied byKarl Popper (1934). BernhardRieder andTheoRöhle (2012:
72) speak for many sympathetic but concerned observers, for instance, in
worrying that computers may be attractive because they appeal to an old
fantasy about “‘mechanical objectivity’—the belief that the production of
knowledge had to be purged entirely from subjective judgement.” That
would certainly be an odd premise for humanists to adopt. But it is also a
premise that could not long survive contact with contemporary practices
of computational modeling—which insist, for instance, on Bayesian pri-
ors, subjective beliefs that precede observation and are “updated” rather
than falsiﬁed by new evidence. Unfortunately, disciplines have Bayesian
priors about each other that get updated very slowly. Some scientists
still believe that the humanities exist to uphold correct grammar, and
some humanists still associate any use of numbers with a long-outdated
positivism.
Anxieties about interdisciplinary inﬂuence can be more nuanced,
admittedly, than this summary suggests. Critics who acknowledge that the
sciences have developed their own sort of hermeneutic subtlety may
nevertheless worry that the subtlety will be lost in translation if quanti-
tative methods are adopted too enthusiastically by other disciplines.
(This is roughly the warning that Rieder and Röhle provide, and it is of
course valid: scholars should borrow only methods that they genuinely
understand.) Other writers suggest that “the cultural authority of digi-
tal technology” (Drucker 2012: 85) will make any borrowing of quanti-
tative methods a slippery slope, infecting the humanities with alien
premises impossible to contain once allowed in. These concerns are
fundamentally predictions, and it is difﬁcult to prove or disprove claims
about the future. Perhaps the only way to reply to this dark prediction is
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to dramatize an alternate future, where quantitative methods have a
place at the table in literary study— facilitating, especially, conversations
with social science—without occupying all the places at the table or
devaluing the interpretive strengths of other methods.
That vision—not of one discipline in crisis but of several in con-
versation— is what we try to exemplify in this special issue. All the essays
grapple with the relation between scale and value in literary history.
While nearly all of themdevelop points of contact with sociology, they ply
different interdisciplinary trade routes and discover different analytic
challenges. To provide a context for these present-day rethinkings
of scale, Sharon Marcus offers a detailed description of one of the early
and most prestigious works of literary history, Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis
(1953). Calling Auerbach the “Alice in Wonderland” of literary studies,
Marcus explains his ability to “[vault] from the tiny to the gigantic and
back again” as the product of an interlocking set of “critical techniques”
derived in part mimetically, from literary works themselves. Mimesis,
Marcus argues, has retained its high value in literary studies and warrants
our special consideration today because it models a strategy, at once
intricately technical and intrinsically literary, for managing difﬁcult but
necessary relays between the small scales of description and the exten-
ded scales of interpretation.
Several essays also address the question of who acquires prestige in
the literary world and how this fundamental form of value is adjudicated
and distributed. Ted Underwood and Jordan Sellers use machine learn-
ing to compare two sets of texts drawn from a digitized corpus of tens of
thousands of volumes of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Eng-
lish-language poetry: a “prestige” set representing volumes that attained
a relatively high level of critical regard and a comparison set repre-
senting volumes mostly ignored by the cultural elites. The startling suc-
cess of their algorithmic model in predicting which works were favored
by critics across the entire historical span of the corpus leadsUnderwood
and Sellers to conclude that the standards governing literary distinction
may be far more stable over time than historians and sociologists of
literature usually imagine.
Hoyt Long and Richard Jean So use a computational model not to
capture the bases of critical distinction generally but to home in on one
particularmode of writing that acquired special value during one period
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of time. The object of their inquiry is stream of consciousness, which in
the aftermath of European highmodernism came to be seen as amarker
of the more advanced literatures in the world literary system. Astonish-
ingly, Long and So’s algorithm transcends the cultural and linguistic
gaps betweennovels in English and in Japanese. Thus they canperform a
comparative historical analysis whose contours conﬁrmMoretti’s “wave”
model of world literary dispersion. But their analysis also discovers within
this wavelike pattern a signiﬁcantmargin of indeterminacy and variance.
World literature, they argue, is a product of “turbulent ﬂow,” a lively
interplay of structure and variance that new computational models are
ideally suited to explore.
In comparison with the two essays that precede it, Günter Leypoldt’s
contribution offers a more guardedly quantitative approach to the social
distribution of literary prestige. Taking the works ofWalter Scott andToni
Morrison as case studies, he tracks these works’ unfolding “social lives”:
their rising and falling positions in the various spaces where literature is
made use of and acquires its cultural traction. Leypoldt’s sociological
model of the literary ﬁeld opens up a terrain of “public relevance” in
between the zones of critical esteem and commercial success, positing at
the same time a new, cultural-sociological scale of literary analysis in
between themicrohermeneutics of close reading and themacrostatistics
of quantitative book history.
Focusing on the recent history of the novel, James F. English con-
fronts different obstacles to the quantitative study of prestige and com-
merce: copyright law makes it difﬁcult to gather and share large data
sets, and the output of the publishing industry now dwarfs even the larg-
est available corpora. His essay highlights a further problem as well:
one of the most consequential developments on the ﬁeld of contem-
porary ﬁction—a dramatic revaluation along the axes of both status and
money—pivots around a particular feature of the novel, temporal set-
ting, that has thus far eluded algorithmic detection. English’s argument
is not that scholars of contemporary literature should disdain quantita-
tive methods but that— for some research problems, at least—we need
to build quantitative sociological models on a “‘middling’ scale,” large
enough to capture statistically meaningful tendencies of the ﬁeld as a
whole but small enough to be constructed without heavy reliance on
computation.
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Heather Love steers toward a still ﬁner scale of analysis, revisiting
debates in which the most closely observed and minutely detailed modes
of social description—whether in realist literature or in interactionist
sociology—have been dismissed as “small change,” incapable of addres-
sing larger concerns of politics, power, and “the injustices of the world.”
Love reads Claudia Rankine’s Citizen as an exemplary work in which
an “attention to the microscale” reminiscent of Erving Goffman’s obser-
vational sociology proves its value (contra Goffman) as a “political
resource.” Through her meticulous accounts of microaggression, Ran-
kine not only draws the smallest acts of everyday racism across the
threshold of visibility but locates them as “point[s] of articulation in a
larger circuit of violence.” Citizen thus models a politically enabling
partnership of microsociological practice with literary realism and the
documentary lyric.
Finally, Mark McGurl considers a newly dominant institutional
agent of literary production: the unprecedentedly large-scale amal-
gamation of retailer, publisher, library, book club, and literary review
that is Amazon.com Inc. Focusing on Amazon’s customer-driven busi-
ness model and especially on its Kindle Direct Publishing division,
McGurl here extends his ongoing project of literary sociology, positing
“the Age of Amazon” as “a possible successor-formation to the Program
Era,” a new structure for harnessing the impulse to literary creativity on a
mass scale. The rearrangements that Amazon is effecting in America’s
popular creative culture involve radically new terms of commerce, of
course, and new standards of authorial success. But McGurl sees the Age
of Amazon as ultimately conserving the presumed relationship between
literary value and the longest spans of time, renewing, for authors of the
present, the ancient aspiration to “immortality.”
Though these essays share an openness to sociological thinking and
a particular concern withmatters of scale and quantity, only a few deploy
quantitative methods or rely on numbers as such. None of them argues
that one can represent literary history only by assembling the largest
possible collection of texts in order to cover the past exhaustively. Instead,
these essays all rely on some kind of sampling strategy, ranging from a
single case study to a selection of several hundred or several thousand
volumes. Although operating on very different scales, they are in that
sense engaging the problem of scale in parallel ways.
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In other words, although these essays rely on different methods and
express different opinions, we do not present them primarily as a debate
that dramatizes a clash between incompatible (close or distant, deep or
surﬁcial) approaches to reading—yet another skirmish in the “reading
wars” (Hensley 2012). We would emphasize, instead, a continuity that
underlies their methodological diversity. Different scales of literary
analysis do require different methods, but if those scales of analysis are
inquiring about different aspects of a single social process, there is no
reason why the methods should be incompatible. Long-term trends will
often make sense only after they are illuminated by local histories; a
statistical model, conversely, may reveal a pattern that connects close
readings of widely separated passages.We don’t mean to imply that every
work of literary history should practice all these methods at once. Con-
straints of space, not to mention time, make that impossible. But we do
mean that it is now possible to leave the reading wars behind, accept the
coexistence of different approaches to literary history, andmove forward
to a stage of this conversationwherewe ask howdifferent approaches can
be productively combined.
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